ABSTRACT. In a recent paper the author had shown that a special case of S. M. Moreover, in actual problems it is frequently necessary to evaluate the Hankel t'ansform involved (in the formula for the probability function), but the ordinary methods of numerical integration are difficult to apply since the Bessel functions make tle integrand oscillate irregularly between positive and negative values. When we try to evaluate the probability function) by epansion methods, the terms contain confluent hypergeometric function,s.
niformly distributed in a hypersphere, has been discussed in the present paper. The form of characteristic function has also been obtained by the method of projected distribution. A generalization of Hammersley's result has also been developed. The main purpose of the paper is to show that although the use of characteristic functions, usin the method of Bochner, is available in problems of random walk yet distributional S. M. oshi transform can be used as a natural tool has been proved for the first time in the paper. ;. INTRODUCTION . Bochner [] [3] .
Also a method other that that in [3] has been given here to obtain the form of the characteristic function.
Hammersley's result [5] has been shown to be a natural corol lary of our result. 2 has the same distribution as 2 ), the problem is equivalent to finding the dibtribution of I + 2" This we shall attempt presently. In [3] have shown that the characteristic function of a spherical distribution is an S.M. Joshi transform (so called after my reverent father, who initiated me into researchoutlook [2] S() / P(r) iFl(ao;bo;ir ) iFl((n-l); n-I" -2ir )dr k=l this yields, again, (2.6).
GENERALIZATION OF HAMMERSLEY'S RESULT.
Before giving a generalization of Hammersley's result [5] , we append a proof of the result (2.) different from the one presented in [3] . The method of proof is relevant to the discussions in earlier sections in that it deals with the distribution of the sum of two independent random vectors.
The only defect of this method is that it does not bring out the importance of characteristic functions as such. Then it i known that tile desired probability is given by 7 pl(l) p2 (2) 
(which is equal to zero when P r and equal to one when P r) and evaluate the inner integral in (4.2) with the present value of @A ($I' $2 ), we obtain the value of [3] that a normal distribution has the probability 
